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2021 READERS

SAUVIGNON BLANC

VINTAGE & WINEMAKING 

WWW.BOOKWALTERWINES.COM

DRINKING WINDOW & SERVING

This wine is intended to be enjoyed

chilled and consumed young.

FOOD PAIRINGS

We recommend serving this wine with a

Summer peach salad, fresh goat cheese,

broiled fish, and pesto pasta. 

APPELLATIONS 

pH: 3.35

TA: 6.5g/L

RS: .25 g/L

FINAL BLEND 

SENSORY NOTES 

AGING

67% Steel Tank

18% 340L Neutral Barrels

15% Steel Barrels

We are proud to present the 2021 Readers Sauvignon Blanc! We made some

changes in the vineyard back in 2020 that have allowed us to harvest

the best grapes from the esteemed Conner-Lee Vineyard. With proper

canopy management and shading, we were able to produce a wine that is

truly exceptional. Racy acidity, lemon zest, grapefruit, gooseberry,

and floral passionfruit notes are the highlight of this wine. It is

bright, vivacious, and dances on the palate. It is truly lively, zippy,

and likened to sunshine in a glass, making this the perfect

accompaniment for a picnic this Spring. It has a mouthwatering lemon-

lime finish, leaving you happy and satisfied. 

The 2021 vintage was one of the warmest to date with several days in the Summer

over 110 degrees. The Summer of 2021 brought record temps at the end of June

topping 115 degrees. The crop was smaller than average but packed with

concentration and high quality that lead to another gorgeous Washington

vintage.

Our Sauvignon Blanc was harvested and processed early on September 3rd. It was

handpicked in the vineyard in the early morning hours to ensure its natural

freshness and crisp acidity stayed intact. Upon the fruit's arrival, we press the

fruit whole cluster using a gentle press cycle under reduction conditions (SO2

added with oxygen purged from the press with inert gas) to retain the bright and

fresh acidity. During pressing, we monitored the juice closely to see shifts in

taste and color. Once this shift has occurred, we separated the free run and

early press portions from the late press portions. Free run and early press

portions were cool-fermented in stainless steel tanks and stainless steel

barrels. The late press portions were cool-fermented in neutral barrels. The

stainless steel barrel Cuvee received special yeast from Berkley yeasts called

Liberation that pulled out the traditional varietal characteristics of

Sauvignon Blanc that we see present in New Zealand-style wines. After a low and

slow fermentation dynamic, the wine is allowed to age on lees till blending.

Malolactic fermentation is not allowed to go through to retain the wine's

lively acid. The wine was then sterile filtered prior to bottling.
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100% Conner-Lee Vineyard

100% Sauvignon Blanc


